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Aristocracy is a form of government that places strength in the hands of a small, privileged
ruling class. The term derives from the Greek aristokratia, meaning.The aristocracy is a social
class that a particular society considers its highest order. In many states, the aristocracy
included the upper class of people.Aristocracy definition is - government by the best
individuals or by a small privileged class. How to use aristocracy in a sentence.Aristocracy:
Aristocracy, government by a relatively small privileged class or by a minority consisting of
those felt to be best qualified to rule. As conceived by the.Aristocracy definition, a class of
persons holding exceptional rank and privileges, especially the hereditary nobility. See
more.Definition of aristocracy - the highest class in certain societies, typically comprising
people of noble birth holding hereditary titles and offices.Aristocracy, asort of political
government administered by a small number of the noble and wise; [from] ????, Mars, or
powerful, or from ???????, very good.aristocracy in Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary,
G. & C. Merriam, ; aristocracy in The Century Dictionary, The Century Co., New York,
aristocracy definition: a class of people who hold high social rank. Learn more.aristocracy. A
person who's "born to rule" belongs to the ruling class, or aristocracy, and is "noble" just by
being in the family line — whether they have done.Aristocracy is a form of government that
places power in the hands of a small, privileged ruling class. The term derives from the Greek
????????????, "rule of the .Aristocracy definition: The aristocracy is a class of people in some
countries who have a high social rank and Meaning, pronunciation, translations
and.Synonyms for aristocracy at youexploreinnovation.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms , and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for aristocracy.For most of the 20th
century, the aristocracy showed itself remarkably indifferent to the welfare of the nation, if
attendance in the upper house is.Meaning: "government by those who are the best citizens,"
from Middle French aristocracie (Modern French aristocratie), from Late See more
definitions.Define aristocracy. aristocracy synonyms, aristocracy pronunciation, aristocracy
translation, English dictionary definition of aristocracy. n. pl. ar·is·toc·ra·cies 1.
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